Title word cross-reference

k [LMVRA+20].

-nearest [LMVRA+20].

161 [NBGC20a].

2018 [EHB21]. 2020 [Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20p, Ano20q, Ano20s, Ano20r, Ano20t, Ano20u, Ano20v, Ano20w, Ano20x].

2021 [Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21k, Ano21l, Ano21n, Ano21m, Ano21o, Ano21p]. 25012 [GRV+21].

KMAB20, NdSR+21, SHA21, WSL+20, ZH21]. agility [BBND+20]. agnostic [RAGCSS+20]. AI [DL21]. aide [CA20].
analyses [AWMW20]. Analysis [EHB21, TPGH20, ACC+20, BSH+20, DD20, GCSHH20, GFS21, HLL21, HS21, KDB+21, KAA+21, LZP+20, LI21, MFBP20, MCSAGB20, SH20, SCN+21, WXL+20, ZJXG20, ZGW+20a, ZXW20].
analysis-based [ZJXG20]. analyses [CVC21]. Analyzing [NLS+20, HCB+20].
Android [AHI20, ACC+20, CATA21, HMR21, PLP+20, TPGH20, WXL+20, XCH+20].
anti [BKG20]. anti-patterns [BKG20].
Apache [BGL+20, ISKB20]. API [SWZ+20]. APIs [THN20, WZZ21].
Application [ZH21, HSVMB20, SBF20, XCH+20, BGM+21]. applications [ACC+20, AHP21, AWMW20, GGB20, GM20, IJK21, ISKB20, NBG20a, NBGC20b, RAGCSS+20, TAF+20, VSTK21].
architecting [MLS+21]. Architectural [Hei20, SBC20, MSB21, PFW21, VKLM21, dTMS21]. Architecture [AFJ+20, GGB20, WLS20, BMB20, FJvdW20, LZP+20, TAF+20].
architectures [BSH+20, CVC21, MCMA21, SMB+20].
Augmenting [BH20]. August [Ano20b, Ano21b]. Automated [ZJXG20, IJK21, KBPMJ20, LLL+21, MCZX20].
Automatic [JWZM20, SH20, AMO21, BDMP21, CKM+20, HELW20, NLS+20, YMDM21]. automatically [FGG+20, LC20, MFBP20].
aware [AZR+21, CNDLL20, GTT+20, HTB21, RFB20, SCN+21, TSLHS21, TAF+20, WZZ21, YAaO+21, ZGW+20a].
awareness [Vog20, LSFE21].

balance [WKP20]. balancing [PDDD20].
bandits [SG20]. barriers [LSFE21]. Based [BBJ+21, ALZ+20, AWMW20, AFJ+20, APAF21, BKGO21, BRSS21, BFHC20, BSH+20, CCS20, CAC20, CA20, CJZ+20, CZW20, CQZ+20, CATA21, CPD20, DD20, DL21, DSO20, DBB20, FR20, FC20, GTT+20, GM20, Hei20, HXJ+20, ILUN21, IJK21, KKL+21, LWL20, LC20, LQXZ20, MAP+20, MSC20, MRR+20, NMG+20, NNG21, PDDD20, POZ20, RFB20, SLD20, TSL20, VSTK21, WC20, WGG+20, XCH+20, XBS21, XLY+21, YLHZ20, YAaO+21, ZJXG20, ZGW+20b]. BDD [IBP21]. be [MCZX20]. Behavior [ALSA21, PSZ21, IBP21].
IZAD21, MLPC20, FFW21. bi [ZPL21].
bi-objective [ZPL21]. big
[CVC21, ISKB20, AX21]. big,LITTLE
[MCMA21]. binary [XZB20]. Biometric
[VMB20]. Black [LXLZ20, GBSO20].
Black-box [LXLZ20]. Blended [AC21].
blockchain [VDVC21]. Board
both [GFS21]. bots [GDM21, VCT20].
bounds [ACG21]. box
[GBS20, LXLZ20]. BPMN
[CMP20, DPR21]. Brain [WFR21].
Brazil [LSFE21]. Bug
[TXW20, EBAR21, FGG20, KCDM21, LSSZ21, NLS20, PPB20, TSLHS21, WLC20, WZC20, ZLS20]. bug-specific
[ZLS20]. bugs [JZW21]. ZRGJ21].
Building [VKLM21, AZ21, RAGCSS20, TAF20, WZW21]. buildings [HC20].
builds [BEAK21]. business
[RT20, TAF20]. business-aware
[TAF20].
call [AG21]. calls [CBMM20]. Can
[MCZ20, GAL20]. Capturing
[DBB20, FJvW20]. cascading [HC20].
case [AII20, BFZC21, BDMP21, BGL20, CQZ20, GGG21, HZT20, KCDM21, LWW20, MAP20, MLPC20, PN21, SH20, SM20, dTMS21]. cases
[MAP20, NNG21, SKP20]. catalog
[DDPT20]. categorization [NRRS20].
cause [BSH20, NLS20]. causes
[JZW20, TSP20]. cell [HJ20]. centers
[MC20]. centric [RAGCSS20]. certificate
[XW20]. certification
[GG21, GVR21, dVRB21]. challenge
[GA21]. Challenges
[GCBB20, BGC20, CDET21, KKH20, LPPG20, dPPdJFF21, SWH20, VDVC21]. Change
[KIA21, MBP20, JWZ20, LWW21]. changes [LST20]. characterization
[OSJ21, BB21]. characterize [AL21].
Characterizing [HR21]. charts [CWT21].
chat [SH21]. checking
[CMP20, DSO20, GAL20]. class
[LWW20]. class-level [LWW20].
classification [AMO21, CKM20, GDM21, HEL20, KBP20, NDA21, NLS20, SSB21, AL20]. classifying [LC20].
Clique [FC20]. clone [MRS20, MRR20].
clones [vBD21]. Cloud [RF20, TTL20, BBF20, CNdL20, EM20, GGB20, GTT20, ISKB20, WZW21, ZPL21, MH20].
Cloud-integrated [RF20]. clouds
[HT21]. cluster [HXJ20]. clustering
[FR20, XLY20]. clustering-based
[XLY20]. co [IZAD21]. co-occurrence
[IZAD21]. Code
[EHB21, LPPG20, SELS21, VBMB20, ASKS20, ACC20, CJJ20, DN21, HMR21, HS21, HEL20, Hor21, HZ20, HK20, HJH20, HZT20, KBPM20, LNS21, MAP20, MFBP20, MLBD21, MRR20, ND20, DDPT20, PDDD20, PCC20, ZSP20, vBD20, FAG20, SWG20]. cognitions
[LWC20]. cognitive [KL20]. Cohen
[PDGMT20]. coincidental [SKP20].
collaborations [CM20, WSL20].
collaborative [LX20]. colony [BH20].
combination [LX20]. combinations
[HST20]. combinatorial [JT20].
commenting [HJ20]. comments
[GD21, RMOG20]. commit
[DCMR20, HEL20, PM20].
CommPst [HJ20]. communication
[GS20]. community [PT21]. companies
[VHB21, ZH21]. company [APB20].
comparative [XLY20, ZGW20, vBD21].
comparison [KRL20]. competing
[BFHC20]. complement [JWZM20].
complete [ZGW20]. complex
[MCSAG20]. complexity [Tai20].
Component [CC20, DSO20, Hei20].
Component-based [CCS20, DSO20, Hei20].
components [BMB20]. composite
[WZZ21]. composition [CZW20, RFB20].
comprehension [AGL21]. comprehensive
[BGC20, XLY+21, YMDM21, MCSAGB20].
computing [GTT+20, GM20]. Concept
[WZZ21, AC21]. Concepts [LSBC21].
conceptual [BEAK21]. concerns
[BFHC20, LTJ+20]. concrete [KKE21].
conditional [ZXW20]. conditions [AHP21].
configuration [SWH+20]. Configurations
[AFJ+20]. conflict [LWC20]. consensus
[MN21b]. consistency [KKL+21].
constants [FC20]. Constrained [JT20].
construction
[MC20, RAGCSS+20, WZC+20].
constructs [PSZ21]. consultation
[EKHIJ+20]. container [RAGCSS+20].
container-centric [RAGCSS+20].
containers [LWZ21]. content [CA20].
context [FdSN+20, HLL21].
context-sensitive [HLL21]. contextual
[DFB20, SG20]. Contextualizing
[PMDN20]. Continuous
[GAB20, LWYW20, YLHZ20]. contract
[NNG21, VDVC21, VCT20, YAAO+21].
contract-based [NNG21]. contracts
[ACG+21]. contributions [SWG+20].
control [ALZ+20, CWTL21, KBPMJ20, 
LSBG21, MLP20]. controlled
[DFB20, PSZ21]. controller [VSTK21].
controllers [NMG+20]. Convolutional
[NDP+21]. cooperation [CA20].
coordination [SM20b]. coping [TSP20].
correct [SKP20]. Correctness [CMP+20].
correlates [KMB+20]. correlations
[PFW21]. Corrigendum [NBGC20a]. Cost
[ISKB20, EM20]. Cost-efficient [ISK20].
course [EKHIJ+20]. coursework
[EKHIJ+20]. covariate [NIF20]. cover
[BH20]. coverage [HZT+20, MAP+20].
CRAN [MCSAGB20]. crashing [XYZ+20].
created [FGG+20]. creative [DBB20].
criteria [OBS20]. critical [LLK+21]. cross
[NRRS20]. CrossRec [NDDD20]. Crowd
[THN20]. Crowdsourced [ALSA21].
crowdsourcing [BGC20, ILUN21]. CSP
[LZP+20]. Current [ECMC20]. cuts
[GFS21]. CVE [WZC+20]. CVE-assisted
[WZC+20]. Cyber [SSZ20, ACD+21, 
BGM+21, BCW21, DSM20, GB20, GAB20, 
LTJ+20, SCN+21, dVRB21, BJN+21].
Cyber-physical [SSZ20, ACD+21, 
BGM+21, BCW21, DSM20, GB20, GAB20, 
LTJ+20, SCN+21, dVRB21, BJN+21].
cycle [RK20]. cyclic [LHN20].

Data
[GRV+21, CVC21, FC20, ISKB20, MHH21, 
M20, NHA20, NBGC20a, NBGC20b, 
Pat20, PDD20, PMDN20, AX21].
database [ALB20, AHP21, BMB20, Tai20].
datacenters [AZR+21]. dataset
[FGG+20, GDM21, WZC+20]. days
[DL11]. debt [BGBM20, FAC+20, IZAD21, 
KRLS+20, LLST20, LBT+21, TKSC20, 
VKLM21, VHB21, dTMS21]. December
[ANO+1c]. decision [AKBN20, ZXW20].
decisions [PMDN20, YSB+21].
decompilation [HSVMB20]. decompiler
[HSVMB20]. decrease [LLST20].
deductive [AHP21]. deep
[JZW+21, LXYL20, SELS21, ZLS20, 
GTT+20, HHJ+20]. Defect
[ALB20, ASKS20, AKNB20, HXJ+20, 
LMVRA+20, XLY+21, ZJXG20]. Defects
[THN20, ALB20]. definitions
[MC20, THG20]. Delay [GS20]. Delphi
[ZH21]. density [HELW20, LMVRA+20].
dependence [LGB+20]. dependencies
[VOG20]. Deployment [AFJ+20].
Descriptions [RMOG20]. descriptive
[WC20]. Design
[SBC20, BRSR21, FJwW20, GGB20, IR21, 
NNG21, PFW21, CDRV20]. design-pattern
[BRSR21]. detect [WC20]. detected
[MCZX20]. detecting [GDM21].
Detection [SV20, ASKS20, AZ21, BKG20,
evaluation [CATA21, GGB20, IR21, LLK+21, RK20, SL20, SMB+20, XCH+20].

Evaluations [LL21]. event
[AIH20, OSJB21]. event-driven [AIH20]. evolution
[DSO20, LXLZ20, OSJB21].

Evolutionary
[MLP+20, BRSR21, BFZC21]. evolving [IIK21]. Examining [SBF20, WLC+20]. example [CJZ+20]. example-based [CJZ+20]. examples [Hor21]. Execution
[AZKR20, LWL20, SH20, YAaO+21]. experiences [GRV+21]. experiment
[AC21, DFB20, PSZ21]. Experimental
[FC20]. experimentation [GAB20]. experiments [DPRD21]. expert [SKP20]. exploratory [CKP20, MSMB21, ZZP21].

Exploring [CJND21, Pat20, SS20]. extended [PLP+20]. extensions [GAC20]. extensive [LWYW20, TSLHS21]. Extent
[Vog20].

FaasTen [YSB+21]. Facilitating
[AGL21]. facing [SWH+20]. factors
[LBp+21, SM20a, ZGW+20b]. fail [BEAK21]. failure [TLI20]. failures
[MPRX20]. familiarity [WLC+20]. families
[SSS+20]. family [DPRD21]. Fast
[KdB+21]. fault [DSM20, LWL20, MCZX20, MHH21, XBS21, XZY+20, ZWX20]. faults
[DSM20, LST20, SV20]. FCCI
[SKP20]. feasible
[CBMM20]. Feature
[Vog20, CKM+20]. features
[ZJXG20].

February [Ano20p, Ano21k]. federated
[VCT20]. feedback [KDB+21]. field
[CBMM20]. filtering [LXYL20]. Finding
[CKP20, DSM20]. fit [Bat20, SSB20]. fix
[MFBP20, NLS+20]. fixing
[EBAR21, LSSZ21, WLC+20]. flaws
[KRLS+20]. FlexRay
[GA21]. FLOSS
[WLS+20]. focus
[CKP20]. focusing
[NBGC20a, NBGC20b]. Fog
[MSC20]. forecasting
[TKSC20, DCMR20]. Formal
[LZP+20, BGM+21, LM21]. formulas
[MLBD21]. formulation
[OS20, Tai20].

forum [Pat20]. framework
[AZ21, BGC20, CKM+20, GTR+20, GM20, KBPMJ20, MN21a, MRR+20, XCH+20, YSB+21]. frameworks
[BCLN21, PPM+21, SBF20]. frequency
[CKM+20, MLBD21]. frequency-inverse
[CKM+20]. fumes
[ACG+21]. Function
[SL20, LL21, YSB+21].

Function-as-a-Service
[SL20, YSB+21]. functional
[BFHC20, CJZ+20, CBMM20, GBT+20, NG+20]. future
[ECMC20]. fuzzy
[SKP20].

Game
[BFZC21, GC9H20, PPM+21]. Game-theoretic
[GCSHB20].

gamification
[dPPdJFF21]. GAP
[DCMR20]. gas
[ACG+21]. gates
[ZWX20]. GCC
[ZRGJ21]. GEML
[BSR21]. General
[BGC20]. generate
[AKBN20, DPRD21]. generated
[GB20]. Generating
[AIH20, BFFC21, MBP20]. generation
[BDMP21, KBPMJ20, LXLZ20, LSSZ21, MCZX20, NAD+20, NH20]. generative
[KKE21]. genetic
[XBS21]. geographically
[AZK+21]. German
[ZH21]. Git
[HHK20, DCMR20]. GitHub
[GDLM21]. GitLab
[AKBN20, DPRD21].

Global
[BC20]. 

globally
[BSDB20]. GloBug
[MH21]. Google
[Hor21]. SWG+20. government
[WLS+20]. government-academia
[WLS+20]. GPUs
[CCS20]. grammar
[BRSR21, NAD+20]. grammar-based
[BRSR21]. Graph
[BSH+20, AGL21]. Graph-based
[BSH+20]. graphical
[AC21, DPRD21]. gravity
[CKM+20]. ground
[GDLM21]. ground-truth
[GDLM21]. group
[IR21]. guarantees
[MH20]. Guest
[FBMR20]. Guided
[MLPC20]. guidelines
[MLS+21].

handling
[KCMD21]. Hansie
[MT21]. hardware
[BBND+20, SCN+21]. hardware-in-the-loop
[SCN+21]. harming


HSP [MAP+20]. hW [GBSO20]. hW-inference [GBSO20]. hybrid [BMB20, Liu21, MAP+20, PN21, LWL20, MN21b]. Hybridization [TPGH20].

identification

Implementation [LHN20, AC21]. improve [HEW20, WC20]. improvement [TTL20]. Improving [ZLS20]. In-situ [VBMB20].


Intervention [IR21]. introducing [BDMP21]. Introduction [EHB21, HS21, FBMR20, HMR21].

invariants [NHA20]. inverse [CKM+20]. investigation [GS20]. IoT [CPD20, RFB20, SBF20, SMB+20, TAF+20].


Journal [NBGC20a]. July [Ano20r, Ano21m]. June [Ano20s, Ano21n].

K-Clique [FC20]. Kappa [PDGTM20].


language
[ADG+20, AMRS20, NRRS20, PSZ21]. Large [PN21, TPGH20, Bat20, BSDB20, IBP21, KKH+21, LST20, MSMB21, PDD20, WZC+20]. large-scale [Bat20, BSDB20, IBP21, KKH+21, LST20, MSMB21, WZC+20]. latency [BBF+21].

LAURA [TAF+20]. layer [NBGC20a, NBGC20b]. layered [KL20]. layout [CATA21]. layout-based [CATA21].

Leading [WSL+20]. leaks [PCC+20]. learned [BDMP21]. Learning [MLPC20, ALZ+20, BKG20, BRSR21, BK20, DL21, DBB20, GTT+20, HHJ+20, ILUN21, JZW+21, LC20, LXYL20, MRR+20, PT21, PDD20, SELS21, XZY+20, YLHZ20, ZJXG20, ZGW+20b]. learning-based [ALZ+20, DL21, DBB20, ZGW+20b].

Legacy [YAAO+21, ASM+21]. lessons [BDMP21, OSJB21]. level [LWY20, NMG+20, PPB20]. Leveraging

Leveraging
[MPRX20]. Multilayered [DL21].
Multilevel [DD20, AGL21], multiple
[CAC20, HTB21, XBS21, dTMS21],
multiple-case [dTMS21], multiple-fault
[XBS21]. multivocal [SL20]. Mutation
[LWL20, KDB+21, ZZP21]. mutation-based
[LWL20].

named [ZLS20], names [WC20]. native
[NBGC20a, NBGC20b]. nearest
[LMVRA+20], negative [PPB20],
neighborhood [LMVRA+20], nervous
[WFR21], nested [ZGW+20a]. Network
[MSC20, HATG21, MCSAGB20, ZLS20],
networking [GAL20]. networks
[FR20, NDP+21]. Neural
[HPZ+20, NDP+21, ZLS20]. NFV [HTB21].
NLI [SWZ+20]. non [BFHC20, WC20],
non-descriptive [WC20]. non-functional
[BFHC20]. NoSQL [ALB20, BMB20]. novel
[CDRV20, FGG+20]. November [Ano20v],
novice [CKP20].

obfuscation [FC20]. objective [ZPL21],
objectives [BFHC20]. objects [GM20],
observability [ZZP21]. observable
[AKBN20]. observations [Hei20, LPPG20],
ocurrence [IZAD21]. October [Ano20w],
OMG [CPD20]. onboard [SM20a],
onboarding [BSDB20, SSB20]. ONE
[MSC20]. Online [EM20, ZPL21], ontology
[KL20, LC20], ontology-based [LC20],
opaque [FC20]. Open
[SVAGB20, BGL+20, NRRS20, THG20,
TKSC20, VDVC21, dVRB21]. open-source
[THG20, TKSC20], operation [LM21].
Operational [AFJ+20]. Opportunistic
[MSC20]. opportunities
[BGC20, GCShB20]. Optimal [NJJ20],
optimising [CNdLL20]. optimization
[BH20, EM20, ZRGJ21], optimize
[BFHC20]. organizational [SS20],
organizations [PN21]. oriented
[BH20, ZPL21]. Orthogonal [ALB20],
OSLC [NMG+20]. OSLC-based
[NMG+20]. output [LMVRA+20],
Overhead [ADG+20, CKP20, TXW+20],
overhead [ZGW+20a]. overhead-aware
[ZGW+20a]. overview [GAB20]. own
[SM20a].

PaaS [GGB20]. PaaSArch [GGB20],
package [MCSAGB20]. pairs [TXW+20],
parallel [RAGCSS+20, ZPL21],
parameterized [CWT321]. parametric
[ACG+21]. Partially [AKBN20],
partitioned [MCMA21], party [NDDD20],
path [ZJXG20], paths [BH20], pattern
[AZ21, AMRS20, BRSR21, FJvdW20, WC20],
pattern-based [WC20]. pattern-driven
[FJvdW20]. patterns
[BKG20, NAD+20, PFW21, SV20].
PDFBox [BGL+20]. Performance
[RR20, MH20, PPB20, SL20, ZGW+20b],
permission [SL20, XCH+20],
permission-based [SL20]. perspective
[GAB20, PPM+21]. perspectives [Pie20],
pervasive [GM20]. physical
[ACD+21, BGM+21, BCW21, DSM20,
GB20, GAB20, LTJ+20, SCN+21, SSZ20,
dVRB21, BJB+21]. planning [HTB21],
platforms [YSB+21]. pleasingly [ZPL21],
points [LL21]. policies
[AKBN20, KCMD21]. positions [HHJ+20],
Post [THN20]. Post-Release [THN20],
posts [CKP20]. potentials [SBF20]. PR
[GDLM21]. practice
[BDM21, FAG+20, FBMR20]. practices
[AACC21, GCShB20, KK+21, WKP20],
precise [MC20]. Predicting
[MPRX20, PT21, HCB+20, LMVRA+20,
RMOGA20, ADG+20]. prediction
[AKS20, FGG+20, HHJ+20, ILUN21,
PPB20, TXW+20, XZY+20, XLY+21],
prevention [Liu21]. price [AZR+21],
prime [BH20]. principal [dTMS21],
prioritisation [MAP+20]. prioritization
[CQZ+20, HZT+20, LBT+21, MN21b].
PRISE [GAC20]. proactive
[TTL20, APAF21]. probability [RK20].
problem [ACC+20, KL20, ÖS20, Pie20].
Process [GS20, AGPR20, AKBN20, GAC20, LWC20, PDGMT20, RK20, SWH+20].

Processes
[PFdMF21, CMP+20, LBT+21, MSC20].
ProDSPL [APAF21]. Product
[APAF21, HJK+21, NNG21, BBND+20, POZ20, SWH+20]. Product-line [NNG21].
production [vBD21]. products [VHB21].
professions [SS20]. Profiles
[AFJ+20, AC21]. profit [MH20]. program
[AGL21, HLL21, LBG+20, LLK+21, SLL20, YMDM21]. programming
[ADG+20, CKP20]. programs [AIH20, BK20, BAV20, LZJ20, MC20, SV20, XBS21].
project [BGL+20, KSF20, SHA21].
projects [BSDB20, DCMR20, ILUN21, LWC20, LMRVA+20, MLBD21, RMOGA20, SHA21, THG20]. proof [AC21].
proof-of-concept [AC21]. propagation
[LWZ21]. properties
[ACD+21, BGM+21, BJB+21]. proposal
[BMB20]. proposals [LL21]. protocol
[SH20]. Prototyper [GGB20]. prototypes
[GGB20]. Providentia [BFHC20]. provider
[MH20]. PSTM [LZP+20]. pull [LNST21].

QA [HPZ+20, Pat20]. QMM [FR20].
QMM-VANET [FR20]. QoS [FR20].
qualitative [VHB21]. quality [BBND+20, GGP21, GRV+21, KSF20, KRLS+20, LNST21, DDPT20, PN21, RFB20].
quantitative [CDRV20]. query [Tai20].
question [TXW+20].
question-and-answer [TXW+20].
questions [ADG+20]. quick [LL21].
QuixBugs [YMDM21].

R [MCSAGB20]. random [BH20]. Rank
[MLPC20]. ranked [Hor21]. Rational
[SWH+20]. reaching [MC20]. real
[MCMA21, MLBD21, YAaO+21]. real-time
[MCMA21, YAaO+21]. real-world
[MLBD21]. reasoning [AHF21].
Recognition [VBMB20, ZLS20].
Recommendation
[MBP20, LXYL20, WZZ21].
recommending [KL20, NDSD20].
Recovery [MLPC20]. reduction
[SSZ20, IWL20]. Refactoring [AMO21, HM21, IZAD21, LPPG20, MRS20, Vog20].
refactorings [PMD20]. refinement
[DSO20]. refinements [HJ+20]. refusals
[LHN20]. Regression
[HZT+20, CQZ+20, MAP+20, MN21b].
reinforcement [VLC20]. related
[MLBD21]. Relation [CQZ+20].
Relation-based [CQZ+20]. relations
[LHN20]. Relationship [THN20, GFS21].
Release [THN20, KCMD21]. Reliability
[ZXW20, NJF20, TTL20]. Remote [GS20].
removal [IZAD21]. rename [PMD20].
repair [HK21, KKE21, LLK+21, YMDM21].
repairs [JZW+21, KKE21]. REPD
[ASK20]. replacement [SM20a].
replication [BEAK21, MH20]. report
[WZC+20]. reports [SHB21]. repositories
[TKSC20]. representations [KSF20].
Representing [KSF20]. request [LNST21].
Requirements [AGPR20, KKH+21, MLPC20, DBB20, KI20, LC20, WK20].
Research [FBMR20, APB20, ECM20, HATG21, POZ20, Pie20]. researches
[NDM21]. ResISe [SSS+20]. residence
[XZ+20]. resource
[AZR+21, GTT+20, Pie20]. resources
[ZGW+20a, ZPL21]. response
[MFBP20, RK20]. restoration [XBS21].
result [PP20]. Results [ZH21].
retainment [BCF+21]. retrieval
[MAP+20, SH20]. retrieve [GBS20].
reusability [Pat20]. Reusable [SSS+20].
Reuse [AX21, AAW20, DBB20, FAG+20, GFS21, SWZ+20, SBF20]. Reverse
[FBMR20]. Review
[PFdMF21, SBC20, VBMB20, AWMW20].


SS20, SHA21, SSS+20, SV20, SM20b, VKLM21, Vog20, WFR21, YAaO+21, ZLS20. software-intensive [VKLM21].

Software-testing [GRLA20]. Solutions [SVAGB20, CDET21]. Some [LST20].

SonarQube [LST20]. Source [EHB21, SVAGB20, AZR+21, BGL+20, ECMC20, HS21, HELW20, HHJ+20, NRRS20, NAD+20, THG20, TKSC20, dVRB21, ASKS20]. sourced [OSJB21].
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